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By ST AFF REPORT S

Today in luxury:

Is this the real life? Is this just fantasy?

In the British capital, it is  the calm before the storm. The country's scheduled departure from the European Union
Brexit is  mere weeks away, although no deal has been reached. And so little is clear about what will become of
Britain in the wake of its  decision to "Leave" that many people seem resigned to the uncertainty of the moment.
There is a tempest bearing down. But until then? asks The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire story on The New York Times

The hot new market for luxury property is Vietnam

The 39-story development will house apartments, a hotel, restaurants and some of the most expensive real estate in
the country. But instead of Central Park views, it's  located in Ho Chi Minh City's District 1, better known as Saigon's
Wall Street, says Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg

The skeleton watch screams luxury. So what is it?

Reading about watches can often feel like cracking open a textbook. Browsingand even buyingmeans being
barraged with inscrutable words and phrases like "tourbillons," "perpetual calendars," "minute repeaters" and so on.
So here, we'll be breaking down the meaning, history and importance of different watch terms," says GQ.

Click here to read the entire story on GQ

Vogue Brazil reveals major' initiative around diversity
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Add Vogue Brazil to the list fashion entities attempting to go beyond a simple apology after being called out on
social media for a racially insensitive blunder, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire story on Women's Wear Daily
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